Allen, Ray Hood, Bel Geddes, to name but a few, and so very many
others: in fact, all of our commercial architects, both great and small. I
could see little more in La Ville Radieuse, a greater New York by Hugh
Ferris, or the soulless dreams of Bel Geddes et al. than exploitation of
what was already an excess. The taller Chicago, the more-up-in-the-air
San Francisco, etc., etc., were stupidities that bored me. Higher and higher
up and up went the visionless race for skyscraper distinction. Skyscraper-
ism by way of the urban man-eaters became, by way of false civic pride,
popular and science monthlies, T-square and triangle clubs, a startling
dream of a stunning future in which man himself as a feature of that
future became a speck of no significance whatever. Except as he had
brought to an apex his own abnegation in this splendiferous, hard-as-nails
design for his own tomb.
The skyscraperist craze was due to our commercial vanity played upon
by the false pride of Science^itself in ourday and hour. Or I should say the
pride of false science.
The skyscraper itself, however, was the needed hallmark for modern
commercial Successl And certain civic ambition was served by it. But
really it was, at bottom, a mere unethical exploitation by the landlord of
the profits of superconcentration. Socially a menace 5 architecturally, false.
An exploit of the blind perverted mechanization of the period. The
realtorific faith and fatalistic promotion that are the danger and the curse
of this mechanistic age came to a death's head in the American skyscraper.
My faith went the other way.
I could see the very tall building only in the country. And Broadaere
City, as agrarian as it was urban, was eventually the answer I found to this
spectacular folly of prevalent commercial vanity. But the 'man-eater* had
captured the imagination of American business men to such an extent that
nearly every city of the country had its skyscraper in the worst possible spot
in order to keep up and be anybody at all, at least be *up to date7, a 'going
institution'. It was on the street but not/or the street. Why the skyscraper
so readily found so many false prophets among our American architects
until their work could be seen standing up and out even on the Western
prairies, under circumstances that made them similar to headstones in
the cemeteries of those same places, is a question I could answer if it were
really worth while.
Nevertheless and notwithstanding all consideration, ethical, aesthetic,
economic, the skyscraper was serving as the banner of American com-
mercial success: the success that was running the nation ragged. And down
and out, Anno Domini 1929. America's cow, so to speak, was, by this
ruse, taken indoors, spoonfed in a stanchion behind glass for advertising
purposes only. The cow was steadily declining in health and productivity
in consequence. All this when the national cow from any standpoint of
health or real wealth should have been turned out to grass.
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